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ABSTRACT

The present work is concerned with studying the electrical and dielectric

properties of a single, binary, and ternary nanocomposite of Mn3O4 (M), TiO2

(T), and reduced graphene oxide (RGO). The electrical properties of the inves-

tigated systems were studied via dc-, ac- conductivity, dielectric, and impedance

spectroscopy (EIS) measurements. The electrical conductivity is found to

increase in the following order: rGO[T@rGO[Ti[M@rGO[M@T[
M@T@rGO[M. The dielectric constant (e0) and dielectric losses (e00) values of

all materials showed a monotonous decrease with an exponential behavior by

increasing the applied ac. Frequency. At constant frequency and temperature,

the e0 value followed the order: TiO2[ rGO[T@rGO[M@rGO[M@T[
M@T@rGO[M, whereas, the e00 value followed the order: T@rGO[T[
rGO[M@rGO[M@T[M@T@rGO[M. The results obtained were

explained and discussed.

1 Introduction

At present, there has been a great interest in metal

oxide nanoparticles because of their special electronic

structure, physical, chemical, and structural features.

Their features extend from insulating to semicon-

ductors and conductors. The variety of their appli-

cations derives from the more complicated crystal

structure, morphology, and electronic configurations

compared to other materials. The scope of metal

oxides is very big, but is stretched even more by

studying binary and more complicated structures,

where extra attractive properties are existent. From

the category of metal oxides are the 3d transition

metal oxides (TMO) for example manganese oxides,

which have drawn significant interest because of

their potential uses in several fields. Mn3O4 is one of

the most stable mixed oxides in which Mn exists in

several oxidation states (Mn2?(Mn3?)2O4) with spinel

structure. Although the number of research works

reported to Mn3O4 is not as much of MnO2 and MnO,

it has in recent times derived growing attention in

technological applications [1]. Nanoscale Mn3O4

materials with different morphological structures

and significant specific surface areas are of major

attention for investigators from a wide range of dis-

ciplines. Nanosized Mn3O4 has been broadly
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employed as potential electrode material in numer-

ous alkaline rechargeable batteries because of its low

cost, environmental compatibility, and high capacity

[2–4].

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is broadly utilized as a

coating in polymer materials because of its prominent

chemical stability and low price. However, they are

simple to produce electrostatic discharge and fire due

to friction or collision. To avoid damage, the electrical

conductivity of TiO2 should be improved. Till now, a

restricted number of investigations on the electrical

properties of nanostructured TiO2 as well as Mn3O4

were reported [5–7]. The low conductivity of these

matters frequently requires the additive of conduc-

tive phases to increase the electron transport and the

electrical contact of the active materials in the solid

electrodes. Recently, titanium dioxide especially with

one-dimensional TiO2 nanotubes structures attracted

significant attention as an alternative or co-material

with other metal oxides in energy storage applica-

tions because it naturally provides a direct pathway

for charge transfer, has a highly accessible surface,

and features good electrochemical behavior and

chemical stability [8–10].

The graphene exhibits many structures that make it

easy to use according to different applications. Gra-

phene oxide (GO) has both sp2- and sp3-hybridized

carbon atoms in the hexagonal ring-based carbon

networks where oxygen functional groups are cre-

ated via oxidation of graphene [11–13]. Reduced

graphene oxide (rGO) can be obtained from GO

through reduction, that is, to eliminate the oxygen

groups and fix the defects in GO to re-establish the

long-range conjugated network of G and conse-

quently restore conductivity. The rGO exhibits a

considerable number of outstanding oxygen-holding

functional groups on its surfaces, such as hydroxyl,

carbonyl, and carboxyl groups, which can produce

different types of defects [14]. These surface func-

tional groups are useful for the collection of charges,

besides they are outstanding candidates in matching

with other materials or molecules such as TiO2 and

Mn3O4.The rGO enjoys the advantages of mechanical

properties, high specific surface area, distinguished

dielectric constant, and lightweight, demonstrating a

definite microwave absorption function [15]. The

characteristic of rGO makes them suitable candidates

to be hybridized with polymer, metal oxide, and

biomaterials.

Nanocomposites, which demonstrate improved

mechanical and physical properties compared to

their template materials, are among the most tech-

nologically hopeful materials to meet the worldwide

request for high- performance applications in various

fields. In that respect, the improvement of new

nanocomposites with developed properties plays a

significant role to expand their use in industry. As

well recognized previously, the integrating of two

selected TMCs into a composite provides an effective

avenue to design anode materials with excellent

implementation [16, 17].

Mn3O4 has low electrical conductivity (about 10–7 –

10–8 S/cm) [18]. Thus, scientists concentrated on

synthesizing composite nanomaterials containing

Mn3O4 to improve their efficiency as electrodes in

solid batteries and supercapacitors. While high

mechanical strength, thermal resistance, and

respectable chemical stability of ceramics make them

encouraging materials for high technology applica-

tions such as electronics, defense, aerospace, and

transportation, their brittle and electrically insulating

character restrict their utilization in these potential

applications. Recently, graphene derivatives such as

rGO have been intensively researched as conductive

additives for TMO to develop their electrical con-

ductivity to be used as electrodes in solid batteries

[19–21]. This is because of the formation of a com-

posite between a transition metal oxide with rGO,

which contains oxygen groups inducing excellent

hydrophilicity toward aqueous electrolyte.

We reported previously the preparation, charac-

terization, and electrical capacitance of rGO, nan-

otube TiO2, nano-Mn3O4, and their ternary composite

[10]. In continuation of our previously published

work, the present study aims to study the impact of

rGO on the electrical conductivity and dielectric

constant of binary and ternary composites of rGO,

nanotube TiO2, and nano-Mn3O4 as a function of the

frequency and the temperature. The effect of fre-

quency on the electrical properties is executed to

recognize the electrical homogeneity of the matter by

finding the relaxation mechanism and the class of

electrical conduction through measuring the electri-

cal parameters, viz. dc- and ac-conductivity, dielec-

tric constant, and dielectric loss. These investigations

promise to open a new era of solid-state electronics

and aid us to realize the dielectric parameters of the

studied materials, which are significant for material
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science since they are used to determine the appro-

priateness for a given application [22, 23].

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials

Graphite (99.995%) was purchased from Fluke

Switzerland, and hydrazine monohydrate (NH2-

NH2�H2O)99%, potassium permanganate (KMnO4)

97%, sodium nitrate (NaNO3) 95%, hydrogen perox-

ide (H2O2) 30%, ethanol (C2H5OH) 99%, and sulfuric

acid (H2SO4) 98% were supplied from Adwick

Pharmaceutical and Chemicals Company, Egypt.

Hydrochloric acid (30%), N,N-dimethylformamide

(DMF), and ethylene glycol (99.8%) were provided

from Merck. Commercial TiO2 sample, ST01 was

supplied from Ishihara Sangyo, Yokkaichi, Japan.

2.2 Preparation of a single material (rGO,
TiO2, and Mn3O4)

The methods of preparation and characterization of

the individual materials (rGO, nanotube TiO2, and

Mn3O4) used for the formation of binary and ternary

composites were reported briefly in our previous

work [10]. The samples were denoted here as rGO, T,

and M for reduced graphene oxide, TiO2, and Mn3O4,

respectively.

2.3 Preparation of binary composite

2.3.1 TiO2@Mn3O4

A 2 g Mn3O4 and 0.7 g TiO2 were dispersed in 100 ml

de-ionized water by sonication for one hour and then

introduced into 250 ml Teflon-lined autoclave and

heated to 130 �C for five hours. After that, the auto-

clave was cooled to room temperature. The obtained

precipitate was eventually washed five times with

water and dried. The acquired material is denoted as

T@M.

2.3.2 Preparation of Mn3O4@rGO

0.105 g of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) was dis-

persed in 100 ml de-ionized water by sonication for

one hour. After that, 4 g Mn3O4 was added to the

suspended solution with further stirring for another

one hour and then transferred to a 250 ml Teflon-

lined autoclave and heated to 130 �C for five hours.

Finally, the autoclave was cooled to room tempera-

ture. The precipitate was then washed five times with

water and dried. The obtained sample is denoted as

M@rGO.

2.3.3 Preparation of TiO2@rGO

The sample was prepared by the same mentioned

method used in Sect. 2.3.2 using 0.105 g from

reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and 1.4 g TiO2 and

denoted as T@rGO.

2.3.4 Preparation of Mn3O4@TiO2@rGO (M@T@rGO)

nanocomposite

This sample was also prepared by the same men-

tioned method used in Sect. 2.3.2 using 0.105 g from

reduced graphene oxide (rGO), 2 g Mn3O4, and 0.7 g

TiO2 and denoted as M@T@rGO.

2.4 Characterization techniques

All of the synthesized samples were characterized

with FT-IR spectroscopy (FT-IR spectrometer model

Thermo Scientific Nicolet is10), X-ray diffraction

(XRD; Model PW-3710), scanning electron micro-

scopy (SEM) (Quanta FEG 250 worked at 20 kV),

transmission electron microscope (TEM) JEOL JEM-

1400), surface area and pore size analysis (Nova

2200e, Quanta chrome), and XRF fluorescence (XRF-

1800, Japan) [10].

2.5 Electrical measurements

The resulting powder is pressed into pellets with a

diameter of 7 mm and thickness of 1–2 mm by a

brass machine under a pressure of 6 tons cm-2. The

electrical properties of the investigated samples were

measured using a two-electrode method by the

standard two-probe method. The cylindrical shape

sample was painted from both sides with a silver

paste and sited between two brass electrodes to

guarantee a perfect composite-electrode contact.

Before making the electrical measurements, the pellet

samples were annealed at 200 �C for two hours.

The dc-conductivity measurements were made using

a Keithley 617 programmable electrometer in tem-

peratures ranging between 30 and 300 �C. The ac

measurements were performed at a constant voltage
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(1 V), in a frequency ranging between 1.0 9 103 and

1 9 107 Hz, by using a programmable automatic LCR

bridge (HIOKI: 3532–50).

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Characterizations

The characterizations of the tertiary M@T@rGO and

its constituent materials (rGO, TiO2, and Mn3O4)

were reported in our published work [10]. The anal-

ysis confirmed the formation of an amorphous rGO

with fiber morphological structure, nanotube anatase

TiO2, and nano-spherical particles of Hausmannite

tetragonal Mn3O4 structures. The XRD of the binary

systems investigated in the present work is given in

Fig. 1. The T@ rGO spectrum shows well-established

peaks credited to the (1 0 1), (0 0 4), (2 0 0), (1 0 5) (1 1

6), and (2 1 5) planes of anatase TiO2 phase (JCPDS

card No. 84- 1286). The observed broad diffraction

peaks refer to the tiny particle size of TiO2 [24]. The

XRD patterns of M@RGO nanocomposite show peaks

characterized for Hausmannite tetragonal Mn3O4

structure [JCPDS card No. 24–0734), which can be

assigned to (201), (212), (103), (211), (220), (105), (321),

and (400) planes. The spectrum also shows the

appearance of a broad peak at ca. 23.2�, which cor-

responds to rGO with the interplanar spacing of

0.328 nm [25]. The XRD spectrum of the M@T binary

system shows the diffraction peaks of both anatase

TiO2 and Hausmannite Mn3O4 phases, besides a shift

of * 0.05� in the XRD plane ( 101) of bare Mn3O4

and * 0.02� of (101) and (002) plans of bare TiO2

(inset Fig. 1). This indicates the incorporation of each

metal oxide into the other.

Crystallite sizes of the investigated materials were

estimated from the main diffraction peak using the

Debye-Scherrer’s formula given by equation [26]

Dxrd ¼ 0:9k=ðb cos hÞ ð1Þ

where Dxrd is the crystallite size, k-Xray wavelength,

b width at half maximum, and h- Bragg’s angle. The

obtained results are listed in Table 1 and demon-

strated that the particle size is dependent on the

sample composition and has values of 17.0, 31.4, and

28.7 nm for T@rGO, M@rGO, and M@T, respectively.

The FT-IR spectra of the investigated samples are

shown in Supplementary Fig S1a-j where the FT-IR

spectra of the individual constituents of the oxides

Fig. 1 XRD of the

investigated materials
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and their binary and ternary nanocomposites are

compared. For rGO, the peaks observed at 3420, 1735,

1623, 1375, 1227, and 1023 cm-1 correspond to the C–

OH, C = O, aromatic C = C, C–OH, C–O–C, and

alkoxy C-O stretching vibrations, respectively. [27].

The FT-IR spectrum of Mn3O4 illustrates vibration

frequencies at 627 and 491 cm-1 corresponding to

Mn–O stretching modes in tetrahedral and octahedral

sites, respectively, besides broadband at 3425 and

another weak band at 1622 cm-1 due to absorbed

water [28], whereas in the FT-IR spectrum of TiO2

peaks are observed at 453 cm-1 and 732 cm-1 corre-

sponding for O–Ti–O bonding in anatase morphol-

ogy [29]. For composite samples, the FT-IR spectra

show some characters revealing the interactions

occurring between all the constituents. The spectrum

of M@rGO shows almost the disappearance of C-O

absorption of rGO bands besides a reduction in the

intensity of absorption peaks of O–H. This suggests

the formation of weak interaction in Mn–O-C [30].

Furthermore, the intensities of the tetrahedral and

octahedral bands present in the spectrum of Mn3O4

in the range of 450–650 are slightly shifted referring

to effective interaction between the portions creating

the composite. The spectrum of M@rGO also shows

that the band area ratio of tetrahedral/octahedral in

the binary system is greater than that in the pure

Mn3O4 sample. The FT-IR spectrum of T@rGO shows

a wide absorption band centered at 3370 cm-1 due to

the residual O–H groups of rGO. Thus, TiO2 has a

chance to interact with these functional groups dur-

ing the formation of the nanocomposites [31]. The FT-

IR spectrum of M@T shows a shift in the main

characteristic bands of the individual constituents

at1585, 1150, 590, and 475 cm-1.

The surface and pore-size distribution were carried

out for the investigated materials and the obtained

results show hysteresis loops, as illustrated in

Supplementary Fig. S2. The analyses of the data are

summarized in Table 1, with those reported in our

previous work [10]. The obtained data show that the

specific surface area of the investigated materials

ranks in the order:

rGO[M@rGO[M@T[T@rGO[M@T@rGO

[T[Mn3O4

whereas the pore-size diameter shows a mesoporous

structure increasing according to the following order:

M@T@rGO [ M@rGO [ T [ M@T [T@rGO

[ rGO[ Mn3o4

The SEM and TEM micrographs of the synthesized

composites and their components are displayed in

Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The SEM and TEM images

of the rGO sample (Figs. 2a and 3a) show fiber

structure with diameters of 10 nm for rGO. The SEM

and TEM micrographs of TiO2 (Figs. 2b and 3b) show

nanotubes with an average diameter and length of 5

and 150 nm, respectively. The photographs of Mn3O4

(Figs. 2c and 3c) show a mixed morphology with the

majority of deformed spheres. The images of the

ternary system MTrGO (Figs. 2d and 3d) show mixed

nanoparticles of the constituent materials accompa-

nied by a considerable decrease in the fiber lengths.

The SEM and TEM photographs of M@rGO4 (Figs. 2e

and 3e) show deformed spherical particles covered

with rGO fibers, whereas the images of T@rGO

(Figs. 2f and 3f) illustrate nanotube structures of TiO2

decorated with rGO fibers. This refers that the rGO

covered the investigated metal oxides without

changing their morphological structure. Moreover,

the images suggest the presence of an association

between the rGO and metal oxide nanoparticles. The

SEM and TEM images of binary mixed metal oxide

sample M@T (Fig. 2g and 3g) show the interference

Table 1 Particle size and BET

data of the as-prepared

materials

Sample Particle Size (nm) Surface area (m2/g) Pore diameter (nm)

rGO* – 309.9 8.2

M@Rgo 31.4 208.3 12.5

M@T 28.7 98.2 9.3

T@rGO 17.0 130.3 8.7

T* 12.9 28.6 10.0

M@T@rGO* 35.0 55.8 15.5

Mn3O4
* 58.9 14.4 7.8

*Data reported in our previous work [10]
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of the nanotubes of TiO2 with the spherical particles

of Mn3O4 constituent. From the obtained micro-

graphs, it can be also seen that in the presence of rGO

suspension, TiO2 and Mn3O4 grow to smaller parti-

cles than their sizes, besides they are dispersed on the

surface of rGO. It is attributed to the fact that the

Fig. 2 SEM of a rGO, b T, c M, d M@T@rGO, [published in our previous work [10]] as well as e M@rGO, f T@rGO, and g M@T

samples

Fig. 3 TEM of a rGO, b T, c M, d M@T@rGO, [published in our previous work [10]] as well as e M@rGO, f T@rGO, and g M@T

samples
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abundant oxygen-encompassing groups of rGO

absorb and/or fix metal oxide particles and limit

them to develop bigger and agglomerate. The oxy-

gen-holding functional groups, such as hydroxyl and

epoxy groups, play an actual significant role in the

anchoring of metal oxide nanoparticles on the surface

of rGO. The covered metal oxide particles with rGO

are also approved by their higher specific surface

areas, as listed in Table 1.

The high-resolution TEM of the binary investigated

system, in the present work, is done and the images

obtained are shown in Fig. 4a–c. The crystal lattice

fringe of Mn3O4 in M@rGO (Fig. 4 a) shows a

d-spacing of 0.25 nm corresponding to the (211)

plane [32]. The crystal lattice fringe of TiO2 in T@rGO

has a d-spacing of 0.355 nm corresponding to the

(101) plane [33], whereas, the crystal lattice fringes of

TiO2 and Mn3O4 in the M@T sample exhibit values of

0.238 and 0.352 nm for (211) and (101) planes,

respectively, which are less than that found in each of

M@rGO and T@rGO. This could be attributed to the

different types of interactions occurring between the

particles present in the samples.

The XRF analyses showed results inconsistent with

the constitution of the initial feeding ratios of starting

materials.

3.2 Electrical properties

3.2.1 DC-measurements

The conductivity is considered as the conducting

power inside the material. Therefore, the dc-electrical

conductivity of the investigated samples was studied

in temperatures ranging between 30 and 300 �C. The

obtained results are shown in Fig. 5 in the form of ln

(rdc) versus 103/T. It shows that the conductivity

increases with temperature in a manner that follows

approximately the Arrhenius trend behavior with

activation energy, Ea, depending on the composition

of the sample. The conductivity data are summarized

in Table 2. The electrical conductivity of TiO2 is

related to the thermal ionization of Ti3? ions (Ti3? /

Ti4?) with the delocalization of the electrons [34],

whereas the electrical conductivity of Mn3O4 is

attributed to the thermally activated polaronic hop-

ping of electrons from Mn2? ions in the octahedral

site to Mn3? ions in the tetrahedral sites.[35]. The

high electrical conductivity of T@M than that of

Mn3O4 can be explained on the basis that the Ti4? act

as donors by supplying free electrons when occupy-

ing (Mn2? or Mn3?) ion sites in Mn3O4. Table 2 also

shows that the conductivity values of the nanocom-

posites containing rGO are significantly greater than

those obtained for the pure Mn3O4 and TiO2. This can

be explained based on the generation of new electron

energy levels and conduction channels of a three-di-

mensional conductive network formed by bridging

rGO with the other metal oxide. This tactic can offer a

new attitude to improve the conductivity of TiO2-

based conductive materials and simplify its use in the

coating field to eliminate the electrostatic discharge

and fire due to friction or collision of pure TiO2 with

low conductivity. The obtained activation energies of

pure materials agree well with that reported for

Mn3O4 (0.75 eV) [35] and (0.87 eV) for nanotube TiO2

[36].

Fig. 4 HRTEM of a M@rGO, b T@rGO, and c M@T materials
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3.2.2 AC measurements

3.2.2.1 AC-conductivity analysis The effect of fre-

quency on ac-conduction is done to know the elec-

trical homogeneity of the material by characterizing

the electrical conductivity, electric permittivity, and

energy loss, which are significant parameters for

material science because these parameters are used to

determine the suitability for a given application

[22, 23].

The frequency dependence of ac-conductivity (rac)
for all the studied materials, at room temperature, is

shown in Fig. 6. The ac-electrical conductivity (rac) is
calculated according to the following equation:

rac ¼ xeoe
0 tan d ð2Þ

where x is the angular frequency, eo is the constant of
the permittivity of free space, e0 is the relative per-

mittivity, and tan d is the loss factor. Figure 5 shows

that the electrical conductivity (rac) for all samples

raises with the increase in applied frequency. This is

attributed to the pumping force of the applied fre-

quency of ac-field aids in moving the electronic

charges between the different localized states and

releasing trapped charges from the various trapping

centers. These charge carriers share in the conduction

course at the same time as the electrons generated

from the valence switching between the diverse metal

ions present in the sample [37].

It is well known that the ac-conductivity of highly

disordered materials with amorphous semiconduc-

tors as well as ionic conducting materials obeys the

following equation [38]:

racðxÞ ¼ Bxs ð3Þ

where B and s both are constants depending on each

of the temperature and composition. The experi-

mental values of s obtained for all compositions are

obtained from the slopes of the plots of log rac vs. log
w and found to be 0.57, 0.51, 0.53, 0.46, 0.53, 0.52, and

0.02 for M, M@rGO, T, T@rGO, M@T, M@T@rGO,

and rGO, respectively. These values agree well (ex-

cept for rGO) with the values (0.6–1.0) found for the

hoping mechanism in the most transition metal oxide

materials [39]. The high rac – values observed at the

-20
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-4

-2

0

2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4

Mn3O4 M@rGO TiO2 T@rGO
M@T M@T@rGO rGO
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(o
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-1
cm

-1
)

(103/T) K-1

Fig. 5 Effect of temperature

on the dc-electrical

conductivity of the

investigated materials

Table 2 DC-conductivity data of the investigated samples

Sample r300 (ohm
-1 cm-1)* Activation energy (eV)

rGO 2.99 9 10–3 0.20

TiO2 (T) 9.88 9 10–8 0.86

Mn3O4 (M) 2.06 9 10–9 0.79

T@rGO 1.19 9 10–7 0.49

M@rGO 1.11 9 10–7 0.61

M@T 6.01 9 10–9 0.75

M@T@rGO 1.04 9 10–8 0.56

*r300 specific electrical conductivity at 300 K
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high frequencies is also a characteristic trend

involved for a small polaron hopping mechanism. In

the nanomaterial systems, the conductivity displays

with high-localized carriers bind to the lattice with a

lattice strain i.e., with polaron conduction. The

obtained results, illustrated in Fig. 7, shows that the

ac-conductivity value is enhanced by the blending of

the rGO with the metal oxides and follows the order:

rGO [T@rGO [ TiO2 [ M@rGO [M@T

[ M@T@rGO[Mn3O4

The conductivity value obtained for the TiO2-rGO

composite showed the highest one in all the investi-

gated composite samples. Thus, we expect that this

T@rGO composite sample exhibits the best one of the

investigated materials for application in the photo-

catalytic process.

3.2.3 Dielectric analysis

The complex dielectric constant (e*) of a dielectric

material placed in the ac electric field describes the

most important electrical property of the materials

and depends on the strength of electromagnetic

interactions between component phases, the relative

majority of one phase over the other, and the

microstructure of phases [40]. e* is signified by e* = e0-
ie00 where e0 is the real dielectric constant which

characterizes the energy stored in the dielectric

material and e00 is the imaginary part of the dielectric

complex representing the energy losses by a dielectric

material and the ratio (e‘‘/e’) represents the loss tan-

gent factor tan d. The dielectric measurements were

operated in the lower frequency range of 103–107 Hz

for demonstrating the relative assessment of their

response to electromagnetic (EM) waves.

The dielectric constant e0 and the dielectric loss e00

were determined by the following relations:

e/=Cd/Aeo and

tan d ¼ e0=e00 ð4Þ

where C is the capacitance of the pellet, d the thick-

ness of the pellet, and A the cross-sectional area of the

flat surface of the pellet.
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Fig. 6 Effect of frequency on ac-electrical conductivity of the investigated materials
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The effect of frequency on the real dielectric con-

stant (e’), for all investigated materials, can be seen

from Fig. 8, which shows that the e’ value lessens

continuously with increasing frequency and reaches

a constant value at higher frequencies. This can be

explained on the basis that at low frequency the

electrical dipoles can track the frequency of the

applied electric field, whereas at high frequency the

dipoles are unable to track the frequency of the

applied field.

For Mn3O4, the frequency dependence of the

dielectric constant can be interpreted based on Koops

[41] theory and the Maxwell–Wagner [42–44] theory.

As suggested by these theories, a dielectric material is

comprised of two layers: conductive grains isolated

by conductive grain boundaries which are poorly

resistive. At lower frequency, the large value of e/ is

caused by low conduction, while at a higher fre-

quency the manganite grains of moderate conduc-

tivity are prominent.

It can be also said that at lower frequencies, the

polarization development in Mn3O4 nanoparticles

can be clarified based on a neighboring movement of

electrons by hopping mechanism between the vari-

ous oxidation states of Mn-ion and alignment of the

electric dipole in the track of the applied field. With

rising frequency, a reduction occurs in each of the

electric dipoles, the Mn2?/Mn3? electron transfer, the

net shift of charge in one direction, and thus the e/-
values decreases. The high dielectric constant values

of Mn3O4 can be also explained on the basis that

Mn3O4 nanoparticles contain a huge number of par-

ticles per unit volume causing the intensification of

the dipole moment per unit volume and the forma-

tion of the high dielectric constant.

For the TiO2 sample, the high e0 value observed for

TiO2 denotes that the polarization mechanism in the

TiO2 nanocrystals is predominantly attributed to the

space charge polarization due to the accumulation of

the charges at the grain boundary of TiO2 nanotubes.

The rGO has dangling bonds and residual oxygen-

encompassing functional groups on its surface, such

as hydroxyl, carboxyl, carbonyl, and epoxy groups,

which can produce defects such as defect polariza-

tion and electron dipole relaxation [14]. These defects

besides the high conductivity and the large numbers
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of interfaces ensure rGO with excellent dielectric

property (relative permittivity of 915 at 50 Hz),

marking a phenomenon referred to as colossal

dielectricity. The rGO has a big specific surface area,

high dielectric constant, and lightweight, which

manage it as an appealing candidate for microwave

absorber [15]. However, the overall attenuation effect

of a single rGO on electromagnetic waves is still

relatively weak. Mn3O4, as a dual-composite mate-

rial, can produce both magnetic loss and dielectric

loss, so it has respectable electromagnetic properties

and cab improve microwave absorption.

The dielectric constant (e0) for M@T nanocomposite

has a high value in the low- frequency region. This is

attributed to the presence of several types of polar-

ization mechanisms like electronic, ionic, orientation,

and space charge polarization, and the surface charge

polarization is ruminated to be more prominent [45].

At low frequencies, the polarization process is eluci-

dated as a local displacement of electrons by a

hopping mechanism between Mn2? and Mn3? and

the orientation of electric dipoles in the direction of

the applied field. With raising the frequency, electron

transport between the charged states and the net

displacement of charge in one direction decreases,

and then the dielectric constant reduces. Therefore,

the dielectric constant becomes very low and keeps

constant at higher frequencies as shown in Fig. 8.

In general, the results (represented in Fig. 8) show

that at a fixed frequency, the dielectric constant

increases in the order:

TiO2 [T@rGO[M@rGO[M@T[M@T@rGO

[Mn3O4 [ rGO

This order differs from that observed for the ac-

electrical conductivity. This means that the contri-

bution of polarization in the conductivity values

depends on the composition of the sample which

predominates polarization depends to a large extent

on the individual constituent in the sample and its
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morphological structure as well as the type and the

number of defects present in it.

The frequency dependence of the dielectric loss (e00)
of the investigated Materials, represented in Fig. 9,

shows the same trend of dielectric constant. The e00-
value increases in the order:

T@rGO [ TiO2 [ rGO [ M@rGO [ M@T

[ M@T@rGO [ Mn3O4

The obtained results also showed that the e00 value
depends on the composition of the sample. The

observed outstanding e00 values of the nanocompos-

ites at lower frequencies come from the Debye

dipolar polarization relaxation, interfacial polariza-

tion relaxation, and the exceptional conductivity of

rGO, etc. [46, 47]. In metal oxides, the dipole polar-

ization and electrons are not consistent with the

variations of the electromagnetic field in the high

frequency which is conducted to the Debye relaxation

backing to the dielectric loss. In the composite

materials, the vacancies at the interfaces between the

metal oxides nanoparticles and the rGO [46, 48], in

cooperation with the defects on the graphene fibers

produced by the bad extreme restacking of the fibers

could proceed as polarized centers for the dipole

polarization relaxation, improving the dielectric loss

and electromagnetic energy dissipation [49]. More-

over, the high conductivity of the rGO causes the

formation of some conductive micro-networks in the

nanocomposites containing rGO. This leads to a

decrease in resistivity and makes a polarization in the

internal medium and in turn increases the dielectric

loss due to fluctuation of the electronic field and

transforms the electromagnetic energy into thermal

energy [50]. The high e// value observed in M@rGO

could be also related to the electron hopping between

the different valency states of manganese ions, such

as Mn2? and Mn3, through the conductivity tracks

built by the rGO due to the application of the elec-

tromagnetic wave.

3.2.4 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

measurements

EIS is a valuable method to illustrate the charge car-

rier movement. EIS study was performed at room

temperature for the examined materials to give more

information on grain, grain boundary, electrode

interfaces, and the charge transport presentation of

the investigated materials. The data obtained are

illustrated as Cole–Cole diagrams (Z00 vs. Z0) in

Fig. 10. A small portion of the impedance dispersion

profile can be only noticed due to the very high
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resistivities of the investigated samples arising

mainly from the grain boundary. Generally, the EIS

measurements can also distinguish between the dif-

ferent influences of the grain boundary and the grain

bulk of the material when there is satisfactorily con-

siderable differentiation in the time constants [51].

The Cole plots of TiO2 and M@T samples did not

show semicircle as a result of the grain bulk. This

may be attributed to that relaxation time (s = RC) in

the grain bulk regions lies at a frequency higher than

the range of measurements (10 MHz) [52], whereas,

for the samples containing rGO, the only grain

boundary response almost start to appear at the

lower frequencies, while the more conductive bulk is

not observed at the higher frequencies of the plots.

This could be attributed to that the conductive rGO

fibers could serve as a fast electron transport path in

the material. The presence of rGO in the composite

system facile the transfer of electrons from the CB of

metal oxide into rGO, while the positive hole con-

fined in metal oxide will have a longer lifetime to

disperse to the surface [53]. The Cole diagrams of all
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the investigated samples did not also show spikes at

the low-frequency range. This refers to that the elec-

trons are the conducting species in all the investi-

gated materials.

4 Conclusions

Electrical properties of binary and ternary

nanocomposites formed from nano-Mn3O4 nanopar-

ticles, nanotubes TiO2, and rGO were studied. The

electrical conductivity of all the investigated materi-

als, except rGO, follow the semiconducting behavior.

The conductivity increased with introducing rGO

into the metal oxides due to the formation of a bridge

between the metal ions and followed the order:

rGO[T@rGO[T[M@rGO[M@T[
M@T@rGO[M. The high conductivity value of

T@rGO refers to the possibility of using it as a coating

material and for the application in the photocatalytic

process. The dielectric constant (e00) and dielectric

losses (e00) values of all materials showed a mono-

tonous decrease with an exponential behavior by

increasing the applied ac-frequency. At constant fre-

quency, the e0 value followed the order: T[ rGO[
T@rGO[M@rGO[M@T[M@T@rGO[M,

whereas the e00 value followed the order: T@rGO[
Ti[ rGO[M@rGO[M@T[M@T@rGO[M. The

dielectric properties explained on the basis of Max-

well Wagner model. The electrons are the conducting

species in all the investigated materials. Moreover,

the introduction of the metal oxides into the rGO

matrix affects their electrical properties owing to the

combined effect of the redox reaction of metal oxides

and the large surface area and the electrical conduc-

tivity of rGO.
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